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(54) ACCESS POINT DEVICE (AP) AND CLIENT DEVICE (STA) USING GROUPING OF 
TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS

(57) The disclosure relates to an access point device
(AP) (600) for communicating with a client device (STA),
the AP (600) comprising: a transceiver (601) configured
to: transmit (602) a first data packet (311) indicating a
set of groups (200), wherein each group (201, 202, 203)
is associated with a specific set of transmission param-
eters, transmit (602) a second data packet (312) indicat-
ing an allocation for at least part of the groups (201, 202,
203); and receive (602) a response frame (321, 421) us-
ing at least part of random access (RA) resources se-
lected by the STA for the at least part of the groups (201,
202, 203).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an access
point device (AP) and a client device (STA) transmitting
and receiving data packets indicating groups associated
with specific transmission parameters. The disclosure
further relates to Random Access (RA) procedures, in
particular according to 802.11ax WiFi standard, for sig-
naling RA resources between APs and STAs. The dis-
closure particularly relates to an efficient OFDMA PHY
based random access for a dense network.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In 802.11ax standard development, Random
Access (RA) should be designed to allow a large number
of STAs to transmit a RA request with reasonable com-
plexity in terms of time and frequency resources.
[0003] There are two main trends currently discussed
in standard development process: PHY (Physical layer
device) based RA and MAC (Medium Access Controller)
based RA. MAC based RA translates into a direct trans-
mission of RA data, where the resources are allocated
to a large number of STAs and each STA can choose
randomly an available resource to transmit on. PHY
based RA 100 as shown in Fig. 1 is performed in two
steps: 1) Trigger Frame for RA (TFR) 101 is a frame that
indicates that RA should be transmitted in the next uplink
frame (including description of allocated resources).
When TFR 101 is sent by AP, STA responds with a single
bit indication of RA request 102. 2) In order to complete
the RA procedure an additional TFR 104 is sent and STA
responds with RA data transmission 105. After comple-
tion of these two steps AP transmits a trigger frame (TF)
106 and STA transmits data 107.
[0004] Although PHY RA can be more efficient in some
scenarios, in dense network this solution is not efficient
enough. Random Access procedure can require many
resources, especially in dense network scenarios. Cur-
rent discussions in the 802.11ax upcoming standard in-
troduce several types of Random Access procedure.
However, the required time and frequency resources are
still too high to provide an efficient solution to a large
number of STAs. Moreover, in some Random Access
solutions the same resources are allocated for multiple
clients and thus collision probability is very high.
[0005] When the number of STAs is large the proba-
bility of collision is extremely high and may lead to a very
inefficient RA procedure. Moreover, the additional data
required to indicate which allocation is requested 103 is
a large overhead which makes both MAC and PHY RA
procedures much longer in terms of time duration as
shown in Figure 1. Hence, both options have no practical
solution for a very dense network.

SUMMARY

[0006] It is the object of the present application to pro-
vide a concept for an efficient communication initiation,
in particular for a RA procedure, between an AP and a
STA, in particular in dense network scenarios where the
number of STAs is large.
[0007] This object is achieved by the features of the
independent claims. Further implementation forms are
apparent from the dependent claims, the description and
the figures.
[0008] A basic idea of the present application is to re-
duce collision probability by allocating dedicated resourc-
es to a specific group of STAs, while the rest of the STAs
can choose from the rest of the resources. For example,
if every STA has a dedicated resource, the probability of
a collision is zero. This basic idea is used with specific
adaptation for RA purposes. RA groups are defined,
where each group has a specific set of transmission pa-
rameters associated with this group. Different RA re-
sources can be allocated for each RA group. Each STA
may choose an RA group according to the transmission
parameters associated with a specific RA group. Data
resources will be allocated according to a RA group that
was chosen for transmission of RA data.
[0009] The AP can choose different criteria for group
definition according a network status and STAs that are
currently associated with this AP. For example, possible
criteria for group definition can be: Packet size or packet
duration in time (a number of bits to be transmitted); Mod-
ulation and coding rate; Transmission scheme (special
transmission techniques defined by standard); Number
of antennas/streams; etc. Each group can be defined by
a single criterion or by a combination thereof.
[0010] Such a novel technique improves the efficiency
and minimizes the time required to complete a Random
Access procedure along with lower collision probability.
[0011] The devices described herein may be applied
in 802.11ax systems. In 802.11ax standard develop-
ment, control mechanisms, like random access (RA), ac-
knowledgment (ACK), association request etc., are ap-
plied immediately after a trigger frame (TF) that is trans-
mitted by the access point, also referred hereinafter as
access point device. Thus the stations (STAs), also re-
ferred hereinafter as client devices, wait for the AP to
trigger them. A Trigger Frame may be followed by one
or more uplink (UL) frames, where each frame comprises
a control signal transmitted by one or more STAs.
[0012] The devices described herein may perform ran-
dom access procedures. Random access (RA) is a pro-
cedure that allows client type communication devices to
request from an access point (AP) type communication
device resources for transmission by use of a resource
request and by another procedure to initiate an associ-
ation procedure with the AP. In other words, this mech-
anism is usually applied by the client devices that need
to request the resources. The client devices can achieve
an association with a specific AP. Currently, in the
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802.11ax standard, RA is applied immediately after a trig-
ger frame (TF), which is transmitted by the AP. Thus the
client devices wait for AP to trigger them (indicate the
existence of a random access opportunity). A TF frame
may be followed by several RA opportunities. Within each
opportunity, clients can try to access the channel. For
doing so they contend with each other.
[0013] The devices described herein may be config-
ured to communicate using MAC based RA. In this tech-
nique, the RA is transmitted as regular data, including
payload, where each client allocates its transmission
within a single resource unit (RU) as defined in 802.11ax.
A RU is defined as a set of continuous subcarriers, e.g.
26, over some period of time. The AP can decide to pro-
vide more than one RA frame triggered by a single TF.
The specific frame and the RU within the frame can be
chosen in a random way by each client type communi-
cation device. No distinguishing between the non-asso-
ciated client type communication devices and associated
client type communication devices is introduced and all
the client type communication devices that try to transmit
an RA, are allowed to choose any time/frequency re-
sources allocated for the current RA opportunity. A ran-
dom access block typically comprises a plurality of fre-
quency subcarriers and a plurality of time slots. A fre-
quency section comprises at least one such frequency
subcarrier but typically a plurality of neighboring (the
spacing between two neighboring frequency subcarriers
depends on what is defined by the underlying communi-
cation system) frequency subcarriers.
[0014] The devices described herein may be config-
ured to to communicate using PHY based RA. PHY
based RA is transmitted as PHY signaling and does not
include any higher layer (MAC or above) payload. Sev-
eral communication techniques regarding PHY based
RA, where the RA data is a simple PHY signaling that
informs the AP that a specific client type communication
device wants resources, are available. The RA data is
thus very short and allows a higher number of client type
communication devices to be allocated within a single
RA frame.
[0015] The devices described herein may be config-
ured to transmit and/or receive radio signals. Radio sig-
nals may be or may include radio frequency signals ra-
diated by a radio transmitting device (or radio transmitter
or sender) with a radio carrier frequency lying in a range
of about 3 kHz to 300 GHz. The frequency range may
correspond to frequencies of alternating current electrical
signals used to produce and detect radio waves.
[0016] The devices described herein may be applied
in OFDM and OFDMA systems. OFDM and OFDMA are
schemes for encoding digital data on multiple carrier fre-
quencies. A large number of closely spaced orthogonal
sub-carrier signals may be used to carry data. Due to the
orthogonality of the sub-carriers crosstalk between sub-
carriers may be suppressed.
[0017] In order to describe the present application in
detail, the following terms, abbreviations and notations

will be used:

STA: Station, also referred to as client device
AP: Access Point, also referred to as access

point device
RA: Random Access
TF: Trigger Frame
TFR: Trigger Frame for RA
OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
OFDMA: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Ac-

cess
UL: Uplink
DL: Downlink
PHY: Physical layer (device)
MAC: Medium Access Controller
MCS: Modulation and Coding Scheme

[0018] According to a first aspect, the present applica-
tion relates to an access point device (AP) for communi-
cating with a client device (STA), the AP comprising: a
transceiver configured to: transmit a first data packet in-
dicating a set of groups, wherein each group is associ-
ated with a specific set of transmission parameters, trans-
mit a second data packet indicating an allocation for at
least part of the groups; and receive a response frame
using at least part of random access (RA) resources se-
lected by the STA for the at least part of the groups.
[0019] Such an AP indicating a grouping of transmis-
sion parameters to the STA reduces collision probability
and thus reduces time required for RA procedure. Smart
grouping allows collision probability management ac-
cording to network requirements. Using transmission pa-
rameters for group definition allows reduction of RA data
and thus reduces overall time of RA procedure.
[0020] In a first possible implementation form of the AP
according to the first aspect, the AP comprises a control-
ler configured to allocate different RA resources for each
group.
[0021] Allocating different RA resources for each
group provides the advantage that competition of STAs
using transmission parameters of a first group with STAs
using transmission parameters of a second group can
be avoided, thereby reducing collision probability.
[0022] In a second possible implementation form of the
AP according to the first aspect as such or according to
the first implementation form of the first aspect, the con-
troller is configured to allocate RA resources for trans-
mission of RA data according to the at least part of RA
resources used by the STA.
[0023] Allocating RA resources for transmission of RA
data according to the (at least part of) RA resources used
by the STA provides an easy allocation mechanism for
the RA resources.
[0024] In a third possible implementation form of the
AP according to the first aspect as such or according to
any one of the preceding implementation forms of the
first aspect, the set of groups is based on at least one of
the following criteria: number of bits to be transmitted,
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modulation and coding rate, transmission scheme,
number of antennas and/or data streams.
[0025] This provides the advantage that the grouping
can be flexible adapted to the required transmission pa-
rameters. This can be performed at run-time or the group-
ing can be predetermined, e.g. from off-line trials.
[0026] In a fourth possible implementation form of the
AP according to the first aspect as such or according to
any one of the preceding implementation forms of the
first aspect, the transceiver is configured to transmit the
second data packet by using a trigger frame for RA (TFR).
[0027] This provides the advantage that the TFR frame
can be according to the definition of the standard, e.g.
IEEE 802.11ax. I.e., the standard can be reused when
only adding the first data packet with the definition of the
set of groups.
[0028] In a fifth possible implementation form of the AP
according to the first aspect as such or according to any
one of the preceding implementation forms of the first
aspect, the transceiver is configured to operate according
to a MAC based RA procedure or according to a PHY
based RA procedure.
[0029] This provides the advantage that existing im-
plementations for MAC based RA procedure or PHY
based RA procedure can be reused with slight modifica-
tions with respect to the definitions of the groups of trans-
mission parameters.
[0030] According to a second aspect, the present ap-
plication relates to a client device (STA) for communicat-
ing with an access point device (AP), the STA comprising:
a transceiver, configured to: receive from the AP a first
data packet indicating a set of groups wherein each group
is associated with a specific set of transmission param-
eters; receive from the AP a second data packet indicat-
ing an allocation for at least part of the groups; and a
controller, configured to select random access (RA) re-
sources for the at least part of the groups and to control
the transceiver transmitting a response frame using at
least part of the RA resources allocated for the at least
part of the groups.
[0031] Such a STA receiving an indication of a group-
ing of transmission parameters from the AP reduces col-
lision probability and thus reduces time required for RA
procedure. Smart grouping allows collision probability
management according to network requirements. Using
transmission parameters for group definition allows re-
duction of RA data and thus reduces overall time of RA
procedure.
[0032] In a first possible implementation form of the
STA according to the second aspect, the transceiver is
configured to receive the second data packet as trigger
frame for RA (TFR) and/or to transmit the response frame
as RA request.
[0033] This provides the advantage that the TFR frame
and/or the RA request can be according to the definition
of the standard, e.g. IEEE 802.11 ax. I.e., the standard
can be reused when only adding the indication from the
AP with the definition of the set of groups.

[0034] In a second possible implementation form of the
STA according to the second aspect as such or according
to the first implementation form of the second aspect, the
controller is configured to select RA resources for a spe-
cific group based on the specific set of transmission pa-
rameters associated with the specific group.
[0035] Selecting RA resources for a specific group
based on the specific set of transmission parameters as-
sociated with the specific group provides the advantage
that competition of STAs using transmission parameters
of a first group with STAs using transmission parameters
of a second group can be avoided, thereby reducing col-
lision probability.
[0036] In a third possible implementation form of the
STA according to the second aspect as such or according
to any one of the preceding implementation forms of the
second aspect, the controller is configured to control the
transceiver according to a MAC based RA procedure or
according to a PHY based RA procedure.
[0037] This provides the advantage that existing im-
plementations for MAC based RA procedure or PHY
based RA procedure can be reused with slight modifica-
tions with respect to the definitions of the groups of trans-
mission parameters.
[0038] In a fourth possible implementation form of the
STA according to the third implementation form of the
second aspect, the transceiver is configured for a MAC
based RA procedure to transmit both, the RA Request
and data by using the selected RA resources.
[0039] This provides the advantage that a number of
data packets exchanged between STA and AP can be
reduced, thereby improving efficiency.
[0040] In a fifth possible implementation form of the
STA according to the third implementation form of the
second aspect, the transceiver is configured for a PHY
based RA procedure to transmit the RA Request using
a single bit indication and to transmit data by using the
selected RA resources.
[0041] This provides the advantage that transmitting
the RA Request by using a single bit indication reduces
collision probability due to the short time required for
transmission.
[0042] According to a third aspect, the present appli-
cation relates to a transmission method for indicating a
grouping of transmission parameters, the transmission
method comprising: transmitting, by an access point de-
vice (AP), a first data packet indicating a set of groups,
wherein each group is associated with a specific set of
transmission parameters; transmitting, by the AP, a sec-
ond data packet indicating an allocation for at least part
of the groups; and receiving, by the AP, a response frame
using at least part of RA resources selected by a client
device (STA) for the at least part of the groups.
[0043] Such a transmission method indicating a group-
ing of transmission parameters reduces collision proba-
bility and thus reduces time required for RA procedure.
Smart grouping allows collision probability management
according to network requirements. Using transmission
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parameters for group definition allows reduction of RA
data and thus reduces overall time of RA procedure.
[0044] In a first possible implementation form of the
transmission method according to the third aspect, the
transmission method comprises allocating, by the AP,
different RA resources for each group.
[0045] Allocating different RA resources for each
group provides the advantage that competition of STAs
using transmission parameters of a first group with STAs
using transmission parameters of a second group can
be avoided, thereby reducing collision probability.
[0046] According to a fourth aspect, the present appli-
cation relates to a reception method for receiving an in-
dication of a grouping of transmission parameters, the
reception method comprising: receiving, from an access
point device (AP), a first data packet indicating a set of
groups, wherein each group is associated with a specific
set of transmission parameters; receiving, from the AP,
a second data packet indicating an allocation for at least
part of the groups; selecting RA resources for the at least
part of the groups; and transmitting a response frame
using at least part of the RA resources allocated for the
at least part of the groups.
[0047] Such a reception method for receiving an indi-
cation of a grouping of transmission parameters reduces
collision probability and thus reduces time required for
RA procedure. Smart grouping allows collision probabil-
ity management according to network requirements. Us-
ing transmission parameters for group definition allows
reduction of RA data and thus reduces overall time of RA
procedure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0048] Further embodiments of the present application
will be described with respect to the following figures, in
which:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram illustrating addi-
tional data overhead for PHY based RA 100;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating RA re-
sources allocation with grouping 200 according to
an implementation form;

Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a time
diagram of grouping for PHY based RA 300 accord-
ing to an implementation form;

Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a time
diagram of grouping for MAC based RA 400 accord-
ing to an implementation form;

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
grouping according to an implementation form;

Fig. 6 shows a block diagram illustrating an AP 600
according to an implementation form;

Fig. 7 shows a block diagram illustrating a STA 700
according to an implementation form;

Fig. 8 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a trans-
mission method 800 for indicating a grouping of
transmission parameters according to an implemen-
tation form; and

Fig. 9 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a re-
ception method 900 for receiving an indication of a
grouping of transmission parameters according to
an implementation form.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0049] In the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawings, which form a
part thereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration
specific aspects in which the disclosure may be prac-
ticed. It is understood that other aspects may be utilized
and structural or logical changes may be made without
departing from the scope of the present disclosure. The
following detailed description, therefore, is not to be taken
in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present disclo-
sure is defined by the appended claims.
[0050] It is understood that comments made in con-
nection with a described method may also hold true for
a corresponding device or system configured to perform
the method and vice versa. For example, if a specific
method step is described, a corresponding device may
include a unit to perform the described method step, even
if such unit is not explicitly described or illustrated in the
figures. Further, it is understood that the features of the
various exemplary aspects described herein may be
combined with each other, unless specifically noted oth-
erwise.
[0051] Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
RA resources allocation with grouping 200 according to
an implementation form.
[0052] The figure shows an exemplary grouping where
an integer number of N resources 204 are grouped in an
integer number of K groups 201, 202, 203. For example,
if there is a RA group with data payload limited by N bytes,
every STA that transmits on the resource allocated for
this group will be allocated data resources for up to N
bytes. Using this method can avoid explicit indication of
the required allocation and thus decreases an RA data
payload and the time required to complete the RA pro-
cedure.
[0053] RA groups 201, 202, 203 can be defined, e.g.
by the AP or predetermined by the network. Each group
201, 202, 203 can have a different set of transmission
parameters associated with it, e.g. payload size, MCS
(modulation and coding scheme), number of spatial
streams, etc. Definition of groups can vary in time. Each
STA can choose a single group to transmit RA data on
the resources allocated to this group. Using such a group-
ing 200 of resources 204 or partitioning of resources 204
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into a set of groups 201, 202, 203 reduces collision prob-
ability in RA and reduces time required to complete the
RA procedure.
[0054] Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
time diagram of grouping for PHY based RA 300 accord-
ing to an implementation form. The PHY based RA pro-
cedure 300 may include the following blocks: AP 310
defines a set of groups, e.g. a number of K groups as
shown in Fig. 2. AP 310 advertises the definitions of the
group within a (first) data packet, e.g. a broadcast packet
311. AP 310 transmits a (second) data packet, e.g. a
TFR 312 with specific allocation of resources for the de-
fined group or part of them. STA 320 chooses relevant
resources to transmit on a response frame, e.g. a RA
request 321 using the chosen resources. AP 310 trans-
mits a (third) data packet, e.g. a TF 313 with allocation
of the resources for STA 320 according to the resources
that were used for RA request 321. STA 320 transmits a
data packet 322.
[0055] Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
time diagram of grouping for MAC based RA 400 accord-
ing to an implementation form. The MAC based RA pro-
cedure 400 may include the following blocks: AP 310
defines a set of groups, e.g. a number of K groups as
shown in Fig. 2. AP 310 advertises the definitions of the
group within a (first) data packet, e.g. a broadcast packet
311. AP 310 transmits a (second) data packet, e.g. a
TFR 312 with specific allocation of resources for the de-
fined group or part of them. STA 320 chooses relevant
resources to transmit on a response frame 421 with pa-
rameters defined for a specific group.
[0056] Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
grouping according to an implementation form. Fig. 5
shows a scenario where three main types of STAs are
associated with an AP: A lot of STAs (of a first type) trans-
mit voice data, where a low amount of data has to be
transmitted, thus short packets (short duration) with low
modulation. Few STAs (of a second type) transmit vid-
eo/images, where a large amount of data has to be trans-
mitted, thus long packets (long duration) with high mod-
ulation. All the other STAs are assigned to a third type.
[0057] For this scenario, the AP may define three
groups: a first group 502 for short duration data, a second
group 501 for long duration data and a third (general)
group 503 for all other kinds of data. According to a po-
tential number of STAs in each group, in one implemen-
tation AP may allocate more resources 504 to the group
of short duration 502 in order to accommodate a large
number of STAs.
[0058] Fig. 6 shows a block diagram illustrating an AP
600 for communicating with a STA according to an im-
plementation form. The AP 600 includes a transceiver
601 and an optional controller 603. The transceiver 601
is configured to transmit 602 a first data packet, e.g. a
data packet 311 as described above with respect to Fig-
ures 3 and 4 indicating a set of groups, e.g. a set of groups
200 as described above with respect to Fig. 2, wherein
each group 201, 202, 203 is associated with a specific

set of transmission parameters, e.g. packet size or pack-
et duration in time such as a number of bits to be trans-
mitted, modulation and coding rate, transmission
scheme, number of antennas/streams; etc. The trans-
ceiver 601 is configured to transmit 602 a second data
packet, e.g. a data packet 312 as described above with
respect to Figures 3 and 4 indicating an allocation for at
least part of the groups 201, 202, 203. The transceiver
601 is further configured to receive 602 a response frame,
e.g. a frame 321, 421 as described above with respect
to Figures 3 and 4, using at least part of random access
(RA) resources selected by the STA for the at least part
of the groups 201, 202, 203.
[0059] The controller 603 may allocate different RA re-
sources 204 for each group 201, 202, 203 The controller
603 may allocate RA resources 204 for transmission of
RA data according to the at least part of RA resources
used by the STA. The set of groups 200 may be based
on one or more of the following criteria: number of bits
to be transmitted, modulation and coding rate, transmis-
sion scheme, number of antennas and/or data streams.
[0060] The transceiver 601 may transmit the second
data packet 312 by using a trigger frame for RA (TFR),
e.g. a TFR 312 as described above with respect to Fig-
ures 3 and 4. The transceiver 601 may operate according
to a MAC based RA procedure 400, e.g. as described
above with respect to Fig. 4 or according to a PHY based
RA procedure 300, e.g. as described above with respect
to Fig. 3.
[0061] Fig. 7 shows a block diagram illustrating a client
device (STA) 700 for communicating with an access point
device (AP) according to an implementation form. The
STA 700 includes a transceiver 701 and a controller 703.
[0062] The transceiver 701 is configured to receive 702
from the AP a first data packet, e.g. a data packet 311
as described above with respect to Figures 3 and 4, in-
dicating a set of groups, e.g. a set of groups 200 as de-
scribed above with respect to Fig. 2, wherein each group
201, 202, 203 is associated with a specific set of trans-
mission parameters, e.g. packet size or packet duration
in time such as a number of bits to be transmitted, mod-
ulation and coding rate, transmission scheme, number
of antennas/streams; etc. The transceiver 701 is config-
ured to receive 702 from the AP a second data packet,
e.g. a data packet 312 as described above with respect
to Figures 3 and 4, indicating an allocation for at least
part of the groups 201, 202, 203.
[0063] The controller 703 is configured to select ran-
dom access (RA) resources for the at least part of the
groups and to control the transceiver 701 transmitting
702 a response frame, e.g. a frame 321, 421 as described
above with respect to Figures 3 and 4, using at least part
of the RA resources allocated for the at least part of the
groups 201, 202, 203.
[0064] The transceiver 701 may be configured to re-
ceive 702 the second data packet 312 as trigger frame
for RA (TFR). The transceiver 701 may be configured to
transmit 702 the response frame 321 as RA request.
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[0065] The controller 703 may select RA resources 204
for a specific group, e.g. a group 201 shown in Fig. 2,
based on the specific set of transmission parameters,
e.g. the transmission parameters associated with long
duration data such as video/images 501 associated with
the specific group 201.
[0066] The controller 703 may control the transceiver
701 according to a MAC based RA procedure 400, e.g.
as shown in Fig. 4. Alternatively, the controller 703 may
control the transceiver 701 according to a PHY based
RA procedure 300, e.g. as shown in Fig. 3.
[0067] The transceiver 701 may be configured for a
MAC based RA procedure 400, e.g. as illustrated in Fig.
4, to transmit both, the RA Request and data 421 by using
the selected RA resources. Alternatively, the transceiver
may be configured for a PHY based RA procedure 300,
e.g. as illustrated in Fig. 3, to transmit the RA Request
321 using a single bit indication and to transmit data 322
by using the selected RA resources.
[0068] Fig. 8 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
transmission method 800 for indicating a grouping of
transmission parameters according to an implementation
form. The transmission method 800 includes the follow-
ing blocks which may correspond to the respective func-
tionalities of the transceiver 601 of the AP 600 described
above with respect to Fig. 6: A first block 801 includes:
transmitting, by an access point device (AP) 600, a first
data packet 311 indicating a set of groups 200, wherein
each group 201, 202, 203 is associated with a specific
set of transmission parameters. A second block 802 in-
cludes: transmitting, by the AP 600, a second data packet
312 indicating an allocation for at least part of the groups
201, 202, 203. A third block 803 includes: receiving, by
the AP 600, a response frame 321, 421 using at least
part of random access (RA) resources selected by a client
device (STA) 700 for the at least part of the groups 201,
202, 203.
[0069] The method 800 may also include other func-
tionalities of the AP described above with respect to Fig.
6, for example: allocating, by the AP 600, different RA
resources 204 for each group 201, 202, 203, etc.
[0070] Fig. 9 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
reception method 900 for receiving an indication of a
grouping of transmission parameters according to an im-
plementation form.
[0071] The reception method 900 includes the follow-
ing blocks which may correspond to the respective func-
tionalities of the transceiver 701 and the controller 703
of the STA 700 described above with respect to Fig. 7:
A first block 901 includes: receiving, from an access point
device (AP) 600, a first data packet 311 indicating a set
of groups 200, wherein each group 201, 202, 203 is as-
sociated with a specific set of transmission parameters.
A second block 902 includes: receiving, from the AP 600,
a second data packet 312 indicating an allocation for at
least part of the groups 201, 202, 203. A third block 903
includes: selecting 903 RA resources for the at least part
of the groups 201, 202, 203. A fourth block 904 includes:

transmitting a response frame 321, 421 using at least
part of the RA resources allocated for the at least part of
the groups 201, 202 and 203.
[0072] The method 900 may also include other func-
tionalities of the STA described above with respect to
Fig. 7, for example: receiving the second data packet as
a trigger frame for RA and/or transmitting the response
frame as RA request, etc.
[0073] The above-described grouping requires the AP
to signal to the STAs what grouping is used; it may there-
fore become part of the standardization, e.g. of IEEE
802.11ax standard.
[0074] The present disclosure also supports a compu-
ter program product including computer executable code
or computer executable instructions that, when execut-
ed, causes at least one computer to execute the perform-
ing and computing steps described herein, in particular
the steps of the methods 800, 900 described above. Such
a computer program product may include a readable non-
transitory storage medium storing program code thereon
for use by a computer. The program code may perform
the performing and computing steps described herein, in
particular the methods 800, 900 described above.
[0075] While a particular feature or aspect of the dis-
closure may have been disclosed with respect to only
one of several implementations, such feature or aspect
may be combined with one or more other features or
aspects of the other implementations as may be desired
and advantageous for any given or particular application.
Furthermore, to the extent that the terms "include",
"have", "with", or other variants thereof are used in either
the detailed description or the claims, such terms are
intended to be inclusive in a manner similar to the term
"comprise". Also, the terms "exemplary", "for example"
and "e.g." are merely meant as an example, rather than
the best or optimal. The terms "coupled" and "connect-
ed", along with derivatives may have been used. It should
be understood that these terms may have been used to
indicate that two elements cooperate or interact with each
other regardless whether they are in direct physical or
electrical contact, or they are not in direct contact with
each other.
[0076] Although specific aspects have been illustrated
and described herein, it will be appreciated by those of
ordinary skill in the art that a variety of alternate and/or
equivalent implementations may be substituted for the
specific aspects shown and described without departing
from the scope of the present disclosure. This application
is intended to cover any adaptations or variations of the
specific aspects discussed herein.
[0077] Although the elements in the following claims
are recited in a particular sequence with corresponding
labeling, unless the claim recitations otherwise imply a
particular sequence for implementing some or all of those
elements, those elements are not necessarily intended
to be limited to being implemented in that particular se-
quence.
[0078] Further embodiments of the present invention
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are provided in the following. It should be noted that the
numbering used in the following section does not neces-
sarily need to comply with the numbering used in the
previous sections.

Embodiment 1. An access point device (AP) (600)
for communicating with a client device (STA), the AP
(600) comprising:a transceiver (601) configured to:

transmit (602) a first data packet (311) indicating
a set of groups (200), wherein each group (201,
202, 203) is associated with a specific set of
transmission parameters,

transmit (602) a second data packet (312) indi-
cating an allocation for at least part of the groups
(201, 202, 203); and

receive (602) a response frame (321, 421) using
at least part of random access (RA) resources
selected by the STA for the at least part of the
groups (201, 202, 203).

Embodiment 2. The AP (600) of embodiment 1, com-
prising: a controller (603) configured to:
allocate different RA resources (204) for each group
(201, 202, 203).

Embodiment 3. The AP (600) of embodiment 1 or 2,
wherein the controller (603) is configured to: allocate
RA resources (204) for transmission of RA data ac-
cording to the at least part of RA resources used by
the STA.

Embodiment 4. The AP (600) of one of the embod-
iments 1 to 3, wherein the set of groups (200) is
based on at least one of the following criteria:
number of bits to be transmitted,modulation and cod-
ing rate,transmission scheme,number of antennas
and/or data streams.

Embodiment 5. The AP (600) of one of the embod-
iments 1 to 4,wherein the transceiver (601) is con-
figured to transmit the second data packet (312) by
using a trigger frame for RA (TFR).

Embodiment 6. The AP (600) of one of the embod-
iments 1 to 5, wherein the transceiver (601) is con-
figured to operate according to a MAC based RA
procedure (400) or according to a PHY based RA
procedure (300).

Embodiment 7. A client device (STA) (700) for com-
municating with an access point device (AP), the
STA (700) comprising: a transceiver (701), config-
ured to:

receive (702) from the AP a first data packet

(311) indicating a set of groups (200) wherein
each group (201, 202, 203) is associated with a
specific set of transmission parameters;

receive (702) from the AP a second data packet
(312) indicating an allocation for at least part of
the groups (201, 202, 203); and a controller
(703), configured to

select random access (RA) resources for the at
least part of the groups and to control the trans-
ceiver transmitting (702) a response frame (321,
421) using at least part of the RA resources al-
located for the at least part of the groups (201,
202, 203).

Embodiment 8.The STA (700) of embodiment 7,
wherein the transceiver (701) is configured to receive
(702) the second data packet (312) as trigger frame
for RA (TFR) and/or to transmit (702) the response
frame (321) as RA request.

Embodiment 9.The STA (700) of embodiment 7 or
8,wherein the controller (703) is configured to select
RA resources (204) for a specific group (201) based
on the specific set of transmission parameters (501)
associated with the specific group (201).

Embodiment 10.The STA (700) of one of embodi-
ments 7 to 9,wherein the controller (703) is config-
ured to control the transceiver (701) according to a
MAC based RA procedure (400) or according to a
PHY based RA procedure (300).

Embodiment 11. The STA (700) of embodiment 10,
wherein the transceiver (701) is configured for a
MAC based RA procedure (400) to transmit both,
the RA Request and data (421) by using the selected
RA resources.

Embodiment 12. The STA of embodiment 10, where-
in the transceiver is configured for a PHY based RA
procedure (300) to transmit the RA Request (321)
using a single bit indication and to transmit data (322)
by using the selected RA resources.

Embodiment 13. A transmission method (800) for
indicating a grouping of transmission parameters,
the transmission method (800) comprising:

transmitting (801), by an access point device
(AP) (600), a first data packet (311) indicating a
set of groups (200), wherein each group (201,
202, 203) is associated with a specific set of
transmission parameters;

transmitting (802), by the AP (600), a second
data packet (312) indicating an allocation for at
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least part of the groups (201, 202, 203); and

receiving (803), by the AP (600), a response
frame (321, 421) using at least part of random
access (RA) resources selected by a client de-
vice (STA) (700) for the at least part of the groups
(201, 202, 203).

Embodiment 14. The transmission method (800) of
embodiment 13, comprising:
allocating, by the AP (600), different RA resources
(204) for each group (201, 202, 203).

Embodiment 15. A reception method (900) for re-
ceiving an indication of a grouping of transmission
parameters, the reception method (900) comprising:

receiving (901), from an access point device
(AP) (600), a first data packet (311) indicating a
set of groups (200), wherein each group (201,
202, 203) is associated with a specific set of
transmission parameters;

receiving (902), from the AP (600), a second da-
ta packet (312) indicating an allocation for at
least part of the groups (201, 202, 203);

selecting (903) RA resources for the at least part
of the groups (201, 202, 203); and

transmitting (904) a response frame (321, 421)
using at least part of the RA resources allocated
for the at least part of the groups (201, 202, 203).

[0079] The above descriptions are merely preferred
embodiments of the present invention, but not intended
to limit the present invention.
[0080] Many alternatives, modifications, and varia-
tions will be apparent to those skilled in the art in light of
the above teachings. Of course, those skilled in the art
readily recognize that there are numerous applications
of the present application beyond those described herein.
While the present application has been described with
reference to one or more particular embodiments, those
skilled in the art recognize that many changes may be
made thereto without departing from the scope of the
present application. It is therefore to be understood that
within the scope of the appended claims and their equiv-
alents, the present application may be practiced other-
wise than as specifically described herein.

Claims

1. A method for transmitting information on an en-
hanced physical downlink control channel, E-PD-
CCH, comprising:

Obtaining (101), according to a first aggregation
level to which a first E-PDCCH candidate be-
longs, a first eCCE or CCE resource to which
the first E-PDCCH candidate is mapped in a first
PRB resource, wherein the first E-PDCCH can-
didate is an E-PDCCH to be transmitted;
Determining (102) a first DMRS port corre-
sponding to a reference signal corresponding to
the first E-PDCCH candidate; and
transmitting (103) the reference signal on a sub-
carrier corresponding to the first DMRS port and
transmitting (103) the data part corresponding
to the first E-PDCCH candidate in the first eCCE
or CCE resource;

wherein the determining a first DMRS port corre-
sponding to a reference signal corresponding to the
first E-PDCCH candidate, comprises:
determining the first DMRS port according to a pre-
configured reference DMRS port corresponding to a
first PRB or a first PRB group, wherein the first PRB
or first PRB group is a PRB or a PRB group in which
the first eCCE or CCE resource is located.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein: the first
PRB resource comprises multiple PRB groups, and
each PRB group comprises multiple consecutive
PRBs in the first PRB resource; and
the obtaining, according to a first aggregation level
to which a first E-PDCCH candidate belongs, a first
eCCE or CCE resource to which the first E-PDCCH
candidate is mapped in a first PRB resource, com-
prises:

determining a first PRB group to which the first
E-PDCCH candidate is mapped, wherein the
first PRB group is one of the multiple PRB
groups;
determining, according to a rule for cyclically us-
ing eCCEs or CCEs in the first PRB group and
according to the first aggregation level, a logical
number of an eCCE or a CCE occupied by the
first E-PDCCH candidate in the first PRB group;
and
using the eCCE or CCE corresponding to the
determined logical number as the first eCCE or
CCE resource.

3. The method according to any of claims 1-2, wherein
the determining the first DMRS port according to a
preconfigured reference DMRS port corresponding
to a first PRB or the first PRB group, comprises:

using the reference DMRS port corresponding
to the first PRB or first PRB group as the first
DMRS port; or
determining the first DMRS port according to the
reference DMRS port corresponding to the first
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PRB or first PRB group and a mapping se-
quence of the first E-PDCCH candidate in the
first PRB or first PRB group; or
determining the first DMRS port according to the
reference DMRS port corresponding to the first
PRB or first PRB group and an index of an eCCE
or a CCE that has a smallest or largest index
value in the first eCCE or CCE resource.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein: the first
PRB resource comprises multiple PRB clusters, and
each PRB cluster comprises multiple consecutive or
non-consecutive PRBs in the first PRB resource; and
the performing blind detection in a first PRB resource
according to the reference signal, so as to receive a
data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH can-
didate, comprises:

performing, according to a rule for cyclically us-
ing eCCEs or CCEs in the first PRB resource
and according to the reference signal and logical
numbers of eCCEs or CCEs in the first PRB re-
source, blind detection on the eCCEs or CCEs
in the first PRB resource, so as to receive the
data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH
candidate;
wherein logical numbering performed on the eC-
CEs or CCEs in the first PRB resource is used
to map the first E-PDCCH candidate and other
E-PDCCH candidates on the first aggregation
level to at least two of the PRB clusters.

5. The method according to any of claims 1-4, further
comprising: using the reference DMRS port corre-
sponding to each PRB or each PRB group in the first
PRB resource as the first DMRS port.

6. A method for receiving information on an enhanced
physical downlink control channel E-PDCCH, com-
prising:

Determining (801) a first demodulation refer-
ence signal DMRS port corresponding to a ref-
erence signal corresponding to a first E-PDCCH
candidate, wherein the first E-PDCCH candi-
date is an E-PDCCH to be received;
Receiving (802) the reference signal on a sub-
carrier corresponding to the first DMRS port; and
Performing (803) blind detection in a first PRB
resource according to the reference signal, so
as to receive a data part corresponding to the
first E-PDCCH candidate;

wherein the first E-PDCCH candidate belongs on a
first aggregation level and is mapped to a first eCCE
or CCE resource in the first PRB resource,
wherein the determining the first DMRS port corre-
sponding to a reference signal corresponding to a

first E-PDCCH candidate, comprises:
determining the first DMRS port according to a pre-
configured reference DMRS port corresponding to a
first PRB or a first PRB group in which the first eCCE
or CCE resource is located.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein: the first
PRB resource comprises multiple PRB groups, and
each PRB group comprises multiple consecutive
PRBs in the first PRB resource; and
the performing blind detection in a first PRB resource
according to the reference signal, so as to receive a
data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH can-
didate, comprises:
performing, according to a rule for cyclically using
eCCEs or CCEs in each PRB group and according
to the reference signal and logical numbers of eC-
CEs or CCEs in each PRB, blind detection on the
eCCEs or CCEs in each PRB group, so as to receive
the data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH
candidate.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein: the first
PRB resource comprises multiple PRB clusters, and
each PRB cluster comprises multiple consecutive or
non-consecutive PRBs in the first PRB resource; and
the performing blind detection in a first PRB resource
according to the reference signal, so as to receive a
data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH can-
didate, comprises:

performing, according to a rule for cyclically us-
ing eCCEs or CCEs in the first PRB resource
and according to the reference signal and logical
numbers of eCCEs or CCEs in the first PRB re-
source, blind detection on the eCCEs or CCEs
in the first PRB resource, so as to receive the
data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH
candidate;
wherein logical numbering performed on the eC-
CEs or CCEs in the first PRB resource is used
to map the first E-PDCCH candidate and other
E-PDCCH candidates on the first aggregation
level to at least two of the PRB clusters.

9. The method according to any of claims 6-8, further
comprising: using the reference DMRS port corre-
sponding to each PRB or each PRB group in the first
PRB resource as the first DMRS port.

10. A base station, comprising:

an obtaining module (111), configured to obtain,
according to a first aggregation level to which a
first enhanced physical downlink control chan-
nel, E-PDCCH, candidate belongs, a first eCCE
or CCE resource to which the first E-PDCCH
candidate is mapped in a first PRB resource,
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wherein the first E-PDCCH candidate is an E-
PDCCH to be transmitted;
a first determining module (112), configured to
determine a first DMRS port corresponding to a
reference signal corresponding to the first E-PD-
CCH candidate; and
a transmitting module (113), configured to trans-
mit the reference signal on a subcarrier corre-
sponding to the first DMRS port and transmit the
data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH
candidate in the first eCCE or CCE resource;
wherein the first determining module is specifi-
cally configured to determine the first DMRS port
according to a preconfigured reference DMRS
port corresponding to a first PRB or a first PRB
group, wherein the first PRB or first PRB group
is a PRB or a PRB group in which the first eCCE
or CCE resource is located.

11. The base station according to claim 10, wherein: the
first PRB resource comprises multiple PRB groups,
and each PRB group comprises multiple consecu-
tive PRBs in the first PRB resource; and
the obtaining module comprises:
a first determining unit, configured to determine a
first PRB group to which the first E-PDCCH candi-
date is mapped, wherein the first PRB group is one
of the multiple PRB groups; and
a second determining unit, configured to determine,
according to a rule for cyclically using eCCEs or
CCEs in the first PRB group and according to the
first aggregation level, a logical number of an eCCE
or a CCE occupied by the first E-PDCCH candidate
in the first PRB group, and use the eCCE or CCE
corresponding to the determined logical number as
the first eCCE or CCE resource.

12. The base station according to any of claims 10-11,
wherein the first determining module is specifically
configured to use the reference DMRS port corre-
sponding to the first PRB or first PRB group as the
first DMRS port; or
the first determining module is specifically config-
ured to determine the first DMRS port according to
the reference DMRS port corresponding to the first
PRB or first PRB group and a mapping sequence of
the first E-PDCCH candidate in the first PRB or first
PRB group; or
the first determining module is specifically config-
ured to determine the first DMRS port according to
the reference DMRS port corresponding to the first
PRB or first PRB group and an index of an eCCE or
a CCE that has a smallest or largest index value in
the first eCCE or CCE resource.

13. A user equipment, comprising:

a second determining module (131), configured

to determine a first demodulation reference sig-
nal DMRS port corresponding to a reference sig-
nal corresponding to a first enhanced physical
downlink control channel, E-PDCCH, candi-
date, wherein the first E-PDCCH candidate is
an E-PDCCH to be received;
a first receiving module (132), configured to re-
ceive the reference signal on a subcarrier cor-
responding to the first DMRS port; and
a second receiving module (133), configured to
perform blind detection in a first PRB resource
according to the reference signal, so as to re-
ceive a data part corresponding to the first E-
PDCCH candidate;
wherein the first E-PDCCH candidate belongs
on a first aggregation level and is mapped to a
first eCCE or CCE resource in the first PRB re-
source,
wherein the second determining module is spe-
cifically configured to determine the first DMRS
port according to a preconfigured reference
DMRS port corresponding to a first PRB or a
first PRB group in which the first eCCE or CCE
resource is located.

14. The user equipment according to claim 13, wherein:
the first PRB resource comprises multiple PRB
groups, and each PRB group comprises multiple
consecutive PRBs in the first PRB resource; and
the second receiving module is specifically config-
ured to perform, according to a rule for cyclically us-
ing eCCEs or CCEs in each PRB group and accord-
ing to the reference signal and logical numbers of
eCCEs or CCEs in each PRB, blind detection on the
eCCEs or CCEs in each PRB group, so as to receive
the data part corresponding to the first E-PDCCH
candidate.
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